Abstract.
Introduction and Notation.
A linear recursive congruential matrix generator for generating r-dimensional pseudorandom vectors is of the form (1) fn+i = Axn (mod m), xn+i G Zrm, n > 0, where the modulus m is a positive integer, Zm = {0,1,...,m -1}, fo G 7Sm, and A G Z£f r, i.e., A is an r x r-matrix with elements in Zm. In the sequel it is assumed that the matrix A is nonsingular modulo m. Then the vector sequence (£n)n>o generated by (1) is purely periodic, and the smallest positive integer A = X(A,xo,m) with x\ = xo is called the period length of the vector sequence (xn)n>o-Analogously, the matrix sequence (A")n>o with An = An (mod m), An G Z™r, is purely periodic, and the smallest positive integer A = A(.4,m) for which A\ equals the identity matrix / is called the period length of the matrix sequence (A")n>o-The following two remarks are immediate consequences of these definitions. Remark 1. The period length X(A, xç,, m) of the vector sequence (xn)n>o divides the period length X(A,m) of the matrix sequence (An)n>0 for any starting vector x0 G Zrm. It is well known (cf. Tahmi [5] , Niederreiter [4] , and Grothe [2] ) that \(A, x0,p) = X(A,p) = pr -1 for any starting vector f0 G Z£\{0} in case of a prime modulus m = p if the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A is primitive modulo p. In this paper the case of a modulus m = pa, a > 2, is considered where p is a prime number. It is shown that for p > 3 or r > 2 there exist matrix generators (1) with period length (pr -1) ■ pa_1 for any starting vector which is nonzero modulo p, and a simple method is described for determining such a generator. Observe that (pr -1) • pa~l is the maximal possible period length according to the following technical lemma.
Matrix Generators
with Maximal Period Length.
LEMMA. Let A G Z™+,, a > 1, be a matrix which is nonsingular modulo p, and define matrices An G Zrpx+l by An = An (mod pa+1), n > 0. Let Xa = X(A,pa) and Xa+i = X(A,pa+1) denote the period lengths of the matrix sequence (An)n>o modulo pa and modulo pa+1, respectively. Then
Wl -{ xl for AXa = I (mod pa+1), p for AXa ^ / (mod pa+1).
Proof. From Ax° = I (mod pa) it follows that AXa = I + pa ■ B for some matrix BGZrXT. Therefore, Ax°p = (l + p<*.B)p = I+(PYpa-B+ (P\ -(Pa-B)2 + ---+ (pa ■ Bf, which yields AXaP = I (mod pQ+1), i.e., AQ+i divides AQ p according to Remark 2. From AXa+l = I (mod pa+1) it follows that AXa+1 = I (mod pa), i.e., AQ divides AQ+i according to Remark 2, which proves the lemma. D The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result.
THEOREM. Let B G ZrpXT', a > 2, be a matrix whose characteristic polynomial is primitive modulo p. Then Then the period length of the vector sequence (xn)n>o generated according to (1) with matrix A and modulus m=pa is given by X(A,x0,pa) = (pr-l)-pa-1 for any starting vector xq G ZpQ with xq ^ 0 (mod p). (iii) Because of (3), (4), (6), (7), (8) and (9) it follows from the lemma that (3) and (4), respectively. Therefore (7), (8) and (9) show that
Proof. The proof is subdivided into four parts (i) to (iv). (i) Because of A = B (mod p) according to (5) it follows that
for xo ^ 0 (mod p) and 0 < v < a -2.
(iv) Now it is proved by induction that divides (pr -1) • p"+1 and hence p = p, which proves the theorem. D Observe that there exist primitive polynomials of degree r over the Galois field GF(p) for every positive integer r and every prime number p. Such a polynomial, and hence a matrix B G ZpXT which satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, can be determined without any effort if p and r are small integers (see, e.g., Knuth [3, p. 28] ).
Since the characteristic polynomial of the matrix B is primitive modulo p, it follows that det(ß) ^ 0 (mod p) and that B-xq^xq (mod 2) for p = 2, r > 2, and f0 ^ 0 (mod 2). Hence det(B+J) = 1 (mod 2) for p = 2 and r > 2. Therefore, the matrix D G Z^-i with D = B (mod pQ_1) satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem if p > 3 or r > 2.
